Grizzly and Black Bear Hunting FAQ’s

How do you hunt bears?
All Grizzly Bears and Black Bears are hunted spot and stalk, bait is illegal for bear in British Columbia.
What are the average size and the success rates?
The average size is six and a half feet, however many bears over the seven foot mark are harvested every
year. We have had 100 percent opportunity rate on bears in the past.
How far are the average shots?
Shots range from 50 to 300 yards, be prepared for anything between those ranges, practice regularly.
What modes of transportation do we use?
Majority of the hunt is done by 4x4 and by foot, we also use quads occasionally to access area.
Where will I be staying?
You will be staying in our newly renovated log cabins, they all have wood stoves, and are very comfortable.
The camp includes two running showers, a full kitchen, flush toilets and hot water.
Are their color-phase bears in the area?
Yes, there is lots of cinnamon and blonde color phase bears, also bears with white patches on their chest
are harvested each year. In the area you will be hunting, glacier bear, (bluish color) have been spotted
however they are a protected species and are illegal to harvest.
Can I shoot one bear with a bow and the other with a rifle?
Yes, many hunters come and harvest one with a bow and the other with a rifle. Majority of them are
successful.

What’s the average size for a grizzly bear?
The average boar is 7 foot. Grizzlies with silvertip backs are common. The hunting method for grizzly is the
same as black bear.
Why do some clients miss bears?
Adrenaline of being close to a big bear is overwhelming to many of our clients’ they simply get too excited
and miss.
Another factor is many clients do not focus on the scopes point of aim because bears are black and so is
the gun scope cross hairs. This results in poor aim and the shoot usually is missed or the animal is
wounded.

